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ABSTRACT
The reversible logic has the promising applications in emerging computing paradigm
such as quantum computing, quantum dot cellular automata, optical computing, etc. In
reversible logic gates there is a unique one-to-one mapping between the inputs and outputs.
To generate an useful gate function the reversible gates require some constant ancillary
inputs called ancilla inputs. Also to maintain the reversibility of the circuits some additional
unused outputs are required that are referred as the garbage outputs. The number of
ancilla inputs, number of garbage outputs and quantum cost plays an important role in
the evaluation of reversible circuits. Thus minimizing these parameters are important for
designing an efficient reversible circuit. Barrel shifter is an integral component of many
computing systems due to its useful property that it can shift and rotate multiple bits in a
single cycle.
The main contribution of this thesis is a set of design methodologies for the reversible
realization of reversible barrel shifters where the designs are based on the Fredkin gate and
the Feynman gate. The Fredkin gate can implement the 2:1 MUX with minimum quantum
cost, minimum number of ancilla inputs and minimum number of garbage outputs and the
Feynman gate can be used so as to avoid the fanout, as fanout is not allowed in reversible
logic. The design methodologies considered in this work targets 1.) Reversible logical right-
shifter, 2.) Reversible universal right shifter that supports logical right shift, arithmetic
right shift and the right rotate, 3.) Reversible bidirectional logical shifter, 4.) Reversible
bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter, 5) Reversible universal bidirectional shifter that
supports bidirectional logical and arithmetic shift and rotate operations. The proposed
design methodologies are evaluated in terms of the number of the garbage outputs, the
number of ancilla inputs and the quantum cost. The detailed architecture and the design
vi
of a (8,3) reversible logical right-shifter and the (8,3) reversible universal right shifter are
presented for illustration of the proposed methodologies.
vii
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Reversible logic is a logic design style in which there is a one to one mapping between the
input and the output vectors. According to [1], if a system is irreversible then erasing a bit
causes kTln2 joules of heat energy where k is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute
temperature of the environment. This kTln2 joules of heat energy won’t be dissipated if a
computation is performed reversibly based on reversible logic circuits [2]. Reversible logic
has extensive applications in emerging technologies such as quantum computing, quantum
dot cellular automata, optical computing, etc [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The major application
of reversible logic lies in quantum computing. A quantum computer will be viewed as a
quantum network (or a family of quantum networks) composed of quantum logic gates; each
gate performing an elementary unitary operation on one, two or more two-state quantum
systems called qubits. Quantum networks must be built from reversible logical components
[9]. A barrel shifter can shift and rotate multiple bits in a single cycle and hence forms the
integral component of many computing systems including general purpose processor and
digital signal processors, wireless communication systems involving low-density parity-check
(LDPC) decoders etc. [10, 11, 12, 13].
The input and output vector of an N-input and N-output reversible logic gate or NXN
reversible logic gate can be represented as
Iu = I1, I2, I3, ..., IN (1.1)
Ou = O1, O2, O3, ..., ON (1.2)
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Here Iu and Ou represents the input and output vectors of a reversible logic gate. The
conventional CMOS logic gates are irreversible in nature as the as the input vectors can
not be created by the output vectors. Thus erasing a bit or loss of information causes
kTln2 joules of heat energy [1]. However in reversible logic gates the their exists a unique
one to one mapping between the input and output vectors. An irreversible XOR gate
can be represented as shown in Fig. 1.1(a), where A,B and P are the inputs and outputs
respectively. In the conventional XOR gate the inputs A,B are mapped to the output P as
P = A ⊕ B. Whereas in the reversible logic, a XOR gate can be represented as shown in
Fig. 1.1(b), where A,B and P,Q are the input and output vectors respectively. Here the
mapping between the inputs and outputs can be represented as P = A and Q = A ⊕ B
and holds the property of unique input and output vector mapping property of reversibility.
The reconstruction of input vectors from the output vectors can be seen in table 1.1(b).
The table 1.1(a) shows the input and output vectors for a conventional XOR gate. In the
table 1.1(a) it can be seen that for the output P = 0 the input vectors are AB = 01, 10,
whereas in the table 1.1(b) each output vector corresponds to a unique input vector.
A
B
P=A⊕B
(a) Conventional XOR gate
A
B
P=A
Q=A⊕B
Reversible
XOR
(b) Reversible XOR gate
Figure 1.1. Conventional and reversible XOR gates
Table 1.1. Truth table of conventional and reversible XOR gates
(a) Conventional XOR gate
A B P = A⊕B
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
(b) Reversible XOR gate
A B P = A Q = A⊕B
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0
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1.1 Motivation
In this work, we propose design methodologies for the realization of reversible logic based
barrel shifters. The proposed design methodologies of reversible barrel shifters are capable of
shift or rotate the input data in both direction and can also be used for logical or arithmetic
shifting. In reversible circuits, there are associated overheads in terms of ancilla inputs and
the garbage outputs. An auxiliary constant input is called an ancilla input bit [14], while the
garbage outputs refers to the outputs which do not perform any useful operations and are
needed to maintain reversibility. The reversible logic circuit optimized in terms of number
of garbage outputs, number of ancilla inputs and the quantum cost is considered as an
efficient design. For example, quantum computers of many qubits are extremely difficult to
realize thus researchers have focused their work towards minimizing the number of qubits
in the quantum circuits [15, 16]. The technology to implement quantum computers is yet to
be realized and hence, the implementation details are not known. In recent years, the fact
that quantum computers will be based on reversible logic has been well established which
forms the main motivation for this work. The reversible design methodologies of barrel
shifters are based on the Fredkin gate and the Feynman gate. The Fredkin gate is used as
it can implement the 2:1 MUX with minimum quantum cost, minimum number of ancilla
inputs and minimum number of garbage outputs. The Feynman gate is used to avoid the
fanout as fanout is not allowed in reversible logic.
1.2 Contribution of Thesis
The design methodologies of reversible barrel shifters that are considered in this work
are
• Reversible logical right shifter
• Reversible universal right shifter
• Reversible bidirectional logical shifter
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• Reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter
• Reversible universal bidirectional shifter
The design methodologies for different types of barrel shifter are proposed with the
objective to optimize parameters such as the number of ancilla input bits, the number of
garbage outputs and the quantum cost. In the existing literature, there is limited work
on the design of reversible barrel shifters and the existing reversible barrel shifter designs
are capable of a single operation i.e left rotation. In this work we propose design method-
ologies for (n,k) reversible barrel shifters that are capable of performing different types of
shift/rotate operations. (i) The reversible logical right shifter supports the logical right
shift operation; (ii) the reversible universal right shifter that supports logical right shift,
arithmetic right shift and the right rotate; (iii) the reversible bidirectional logical shifter
supports logical right shift and logical left shift operations; (iv) the reversible bidirectional
arithmetic and logical shifter [17] supports logical right shift, arithmetic logical left shift
and arithmetic left shift operations; (v) the reversible universal bidirectional shifter that
supports bidirectional logical shift, arithmetic shift and rotate operations. The proposed
design methodologies are evaluated in terms of the number of the garbage outputs, the
number of ancilla inputs and the quantum cost. Also the impact analysis of varying the
values of n and k for all proposed (n,k) reversible barrel shifters is also shown in the work.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
The organization of thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 provides some background on re-
versible logic with description of reversible logic gates used in the design of reversible barrel
shifters. It also provides a brief review of related work and the basics of barrel shifters with
analysis of various operations as performed by a barrel shifter. The Chapter 3 presents the
design methodologies proposed in this work. Section 3.1 discusses the design methodology
of reversible logical right shifter; Section 3.2 discusses the design methodology of reversible
universal right shifter; Section 3.3 discusses the design methodology of reversible bidirec-
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tional logical shifter;Section 3.4 discuss the design of reversible bidirectional arithmetic and
logical Shifter with an example of (8,3) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter;
Section 3.5 discusses the design methodology of reversible universal bidirectional shifter. In
Chapter 4 , we discuss the performance evaluation of the proposed design methodologies
in terms of the number of the garbage outputs, number of ancilla inputs and the quantum
cost. Some conclusion are discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Reversible Logic Gates
In the existing literature, there are several reversible gates such as the Feynman gate
and the Fredkin gate. The number of 1x1 and 2x2 reversible gates needed to design a 3x3
reversible gate from 1x1 and 2x2 reversible gates is called the quantum cost of that gate.
The quantum cost of all 1x1 and 2x2 reversible gates are considered as unity[18, 19, 20]. The
3x3 reversible gates are generally implemented using the 1x1 NOT gate and 2x2 reversible
gates such as Controlled-V and Controlled-V+ (V is a square-root of NOT gate and V+ is
its hermitian) and the Feynman gate also known as Controlled NOT gate (CNOT).
2.1.1 The NOT Gate
A NOT gate is 1x1 gate represented as shown in Fig. 2.1(a). Since it is a 1x1 gate, its
quantum cost is unity.
A P= A
(a) NOT gate
A P= A
V
Q= If(A) THEN
V(B) ELSE B
B
(b) Controlled-V gate
A P= A
V+
Q= If(A) THEN
V
+
(B) ELSE B
B
(c) Controlled-V + gate
Figure 2.1. NOT, Controlled-V and Controlled-V + gates
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2.1.2 Controlled-V and Controlled-V + Gates
A controlled-V gate is shown in Fig. 2.1(b). In a controlled-V gate, when the control
signal A=0 then the qubit B will pass through the controlled part unchanged, i.e., we will
have Q=B. When the value of A=1 then the unitary operation V = i+12
(
1 −i
−i 1
)
is applied
to input B, i.e., Q=V(B). The controlled-V + gate is shown in Fig. 2.1(c). In the controlled-
V + gate when the control signal A=0 then the qubit B will pass through the controlled
part unchanged, i.e., we will have Q=B. When A=1 then the unitary operation V + =V −1
is applied to the input B, i.e.,Q=V +(B).
The V and V+ quantum gates have the following properties:
V × V = NOT
V × V + = V + × V = I
V + × V + = NOT
The property as shown above represents that when two V gates are in series they will
behave as a NOT gate. Similarly two V + gate in series behaves as a NOT gate. A V gate
in series with a V + gate and vice versa, is an identity. The more details of V and V + gate
can be found in [9, 19].
2.1.3 Feynman Gate (CNOT Gate)
The Feynman gate (FG) or the controlled-NOT gate (CNOT) is a 2-inputs and 2-outputs
reversible gate with the mapping (A, B) to (P=A, Q=A⊕B). Here A is the controlling input
and B is the controlled input; P, Q are the two outputs. Since the Feynman gate is a 2x2
reversible gate, it has a quantum cost of 1. Figure 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) shows the block diagram
and the quantum representation of the Feynman gate. Fanout is not allowed in reversible
logic. Feynman gate is helpful in this regard as it can be used for copying the signal thus
avoiding the fanout problem as shown in Fig. 2.2(c).It can also be used for generating the
complement of a given input signal as shown in Fig. 2.2(d).
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(a) CNOT Gate (b) Quantum representation of the
CNOT gate
(c) Feynman gate for avoiding the
fanout
(d) Feynman gate for generating the
complement of a signal
Figure 2.2. CNOT gate, its quantum implementation and its useful properties
2.1.4 Fredkin Gate
Fredkin gate is a 3x3 reversible logic gate with three inputs and three outputs. Figure
2.3(a) shows the block diagram of a Fredkin gate. The Fredkin gate maps (A, B, C) to
(P=A, Q = A¯B +AC, R = AB + A¯C ), where A, B, C are the inputs and P, Q, R are the
outputs, respectively [21]. A Fredkin gate can work as 2:1 MUX, as it is able to swap its
other two inputs depending on the value of its first input. Referring the Fig. 2.3(a), the first
input A works as a controlling input while the inputs B and C work as controlled inputs.
Thus when A=1 the inputs B and C will be swapped resulting in the value of the outputs
as Q=C and R=B. If A=0 the outputs P and Q will be directly connected to inputs A and
B. Figure 2.3(b) shows the quantum implementation of a Fredkin gate with a quantum cost
of 5 [19]. In Fig. 2.3(b) each dotted rectangle is equivalent to a 2x2 Feynman gate and the
quantum cost of each dotted rectangle is considered as 1 [18]. The same assumption is used
for calculating the quantum cost of the Fredkin gate in [19]. Thus, the quantum cost of
the Fredkin gate is 5 as it consists of 2 dotted rectangle, 1 Controlled-V gate and 2 CNOT
gate. In this work, we have also followed the assumption by [18], and in our quantum cost
calculations the quantum cost of the Fredkin gate is considered as 5.
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(a) Fredkin Gate (b) Quantum representation of the Fredkin Gate
Figure 2.3. Fredkin Gate and its quantum implementation
2.1.5 Toffoli Gate
The Toffoli gate (TG) is a 3X3 reversible logic gate with three inputs and three outputs.
The input to output mapping of a Toffoli gate can be represented as (A ,B ,C) to (P = A,
Q = B, R = A.B ⊕ c), where A,B,C are the inputs and P,Q,R are the outputs of a Toffoli
gate. Figure 2.4(a) shows the block diagram of a Toffoli gate. A Toffoli gate has a quantum
cost of 5 as it can implemented using 2V gates, 1V + gate and 2 CNOT gates [22]. Figure
2.4(b) shows the quantum implementation of a Toffoli gate.
Toﬀoli
Gate
A
B
C
P=A
Q=B
R=A.B⊕C
(a) Toffoli Gate
A
B
C
P=A
Q=B
R=A.B⊕CV V V+
1
2 
3 4
5
(b) Quantum representation of the Toffoli Gate
Figure 2.4. Toffoli Gate and its quantum implementation
2.1.6 Peres Gate
The Peres gate is 3X3 reversible gate with a mapping between the inputs A,B,C and the
outputs P,Q,R as (A, B, C) to (P = A, Q = A ⊕ b, R = A.B ⊕ C) [23]. A block diagram
of Peres gate is shown in Fig. 2.5(a) and Fig. 2.5(b) shows the quantum representation of
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Peres gate. The quantum implementation of Peres gate requires 2V + gates, 1V gate and 1
CNOT gate. Thus the quantum cost of a Peres gate can be calculated as 4.
Peres
Gate
A
B
C
P=A
Q=A⊕B
R=A.B⊕C
(a) Peres Gate
A
B
C
P=A
Q=A⊕B
R=A.B⊕CV+ V
1
2 
3 4
V+
(b) Quantum representation of the Peres Gate
Figure 2.5. Peres Gate and its quantum implementation
2.2 Basics of Barrel Shifter
A barrel shifter is a n-inputs and n-outputs combinational logic circuit in which k select
lines controls the bit shift operation. Barrel shifter can be unidirectional allowing data to be
shifted only to left (or right), or bi-directional which provides data to be rotated or shifted
in both the directions. A barrel shifter having n inputs and k select lines is called (n,k)
barrel shifter. Among the different designs of barrel shifter, the logarithmic barrel shifter is
most widely used because of its simple design, less area and the elimination of the decoder
circuitry. The conventional irreversible design of a logarithmic barrel shifter is shown in Fig.
2.6. A n-bit Logarithmic Barrel Shifter contains log2(n) stage where the ith stage either
shifts over 2i bits or leaves the data unchanged. Each stage of a logarithmic barrel shifter
is controlled by a control bit. If the control bit is set to one then the input data will be
shifted in the associated stage else it remains unchanged. The proposed work presents the
design methodologies for reversible barrel shifter that can perform six operations: logical
right shift, arithmetic right shift, right rotate, logical left shift, arithmetic left shift and
left rotate. For illustration, all of these operation are as shown in Table 2.1 for an 8 bit
logarithmic barrel shifter where the 8 bit input data is denoted as i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0
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here i7 is the sign bit, and the shift or rotate operation is performed by 3 bits, and X
denotes the shifted result.
2
k-1 
bit shift
2
k-2
bit shift
2
k-3
bit shift
2
1
bit shift
k control bits
n output bits
n input bits
2
0
bit shift
Figure 2.6. Structure of (n, k) logarithmic barrel shifter
Table 2.1. Operations on an 8 bit barrel shifter with 3 bit shift value
Operation Performed X(Final Output∗)
Logical right shift 000i7i6i5i4i3
Arithmetic right shift i7i7i7i7i6i5i4i3
Right rotation i2i1i0i7i6i5i4i3
Logical left shift i4i3i2i1i0000
Arithmetic left shift i7i3i2i1i0000
Left rotation i4i3i2i1i0i7i6i5
∗The input data is i7i6i5i4i3i2i1i0, here i7 is the sign bit
All operation that can be performed by a logarithmic barrel shifter as shown in Table
2.1 are as follows:
2.2.1 Logical Right Shift
As illustrated in Table 2.1 a 3-bit logical right shift operation right shifts the input data
by 3 bits and sets the leftmost 3-bits to zero thus the output will be 000i7i6i5i4i3.
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2.2.2 Arithmetic Right Shift
A 3-bit arithmetic right shift operation right shifts the input data bit by 3-bits and sets
the leftmost 3-bits to the sign bit (i7) thus the output will be i7i7i7i7i6i5i4i3.
2.2.3 Right Rotation
A 3-bit right rotation operation performs a right shift operation on input data by 3-bits.
Further, the leftmost 3-bits are set to the rightmost 3-bits of the original input data. Thus,
as illustrated in the Table 2.1 the final output after the right rotation operation will be
i2i1i0i7i6i5i4i3 as the input data i7i6i5i4i3i2i1i0 is shifted 3 times to the right and the 3
leftmost bits (i7i6i5) are set to the 3 rightmost bits (i2i1i0) of the original data.
2.2.4 Logical Left Shift
A 3-bit logical left shift operation left shifts the input data by 3-bits and sets the
rightmost 3-bits to zero thus the final output will be i4i3i2i1i0000.
2.2.5 Arithmetic Left Shift
In the arithmetic left shift operation the sign bit of the input data remains intact and
the remaining bits are logically left shifted by 3-bits. Thus as illustrated in the Table 2.1
the output will be i7i3i2i1i0000 as the input data i7i6i5i4i3i2i1i0 is logically left shifted by
3-bits and the sign bit (i7) remains intact.
2.2.6 Left Rotation
A 3-bit left rotation operation performs a left shift operation on input data by 3-bits.
Further the rightmost 3-bits are set to the leftmost 3-bits of the original input data. Thus
as illustrated in the Table 2.1 the final output after the left rotation operation will be
i4i3i2i1i0i7i6i5 as the input data i7i6i5i4i3i2i1i0 is shifted 3 times to the left and the 3
rightmost bits (i2i1i0) are set to the 3 leftmost bits (i7i6i5) of the original data.
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2.3 Related Work
The research on reversible logic is being pursued towards both design and synthesis. In
the synthesis of reversible logic circuits there has been several interesting attempts in the
literature such as the work in [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. The researchers have
addressed the optimization of reversible logic circuits from the perspective of quantum cost
and the number of garbage outputs. Recently, in [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] interesting
contributions are made toward deriving exact minimal elementary quantum gate realization
of reversible combinational circuits. The design of reversible sequential circuits are also
addressed in literature in which various latches, flip-flops, etc. are designed [43, 44, 45, 46,
47]. Arithmetic units such as adders, subtracters, multipliers form the essential component
of a computing system [48]. Researchers have addressed the design of reversible adders and
multipliers in binary as well as ternary logic such as in [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,
58, 59, 60, 61]. In [62] researchers have designed the quantum ripple carry adder having no
input carry with one ancilla input bit. In [16, 63], the researchers have investigated new
designs of the quantum ripple carry adder with no ancilla input bit and improved delay.
In [64], the measurement based deign of carry look-ahead adder is presented while in [65]
the concept of arithmetic on a distributed-memory quantum multicomputer is introduced.
A comprehensive survey of quantum arithmetic circuits can be found in [15]. The design
of reversible barrel shifters have also been attempted. The researchers have attempted the
design of reversible barrel shifters but these design are only limited to design a reversible
left rotator [66, 67, 68]. The designs of reversible left rotators in the existing literature is
evaluated in terms of number of reversible gates used, quantum cost, garbage outputs and
delay [67]. Thus to the best of our knowledge researchers have not yet addressed the design
methodologies for reversible barrel shifter capable of performing all types of shift operations
(arithmetic left/right shift, bidirectional shift, bidirectional rotate, logical left/right shift).
In this work we present design methodologies of reversible shifters such as the reversible
logical right-shifter, the reversible universal right shifter that supports logical right shift,
arithmetic right shift and the right rotate; the reversible bidirectional logical shifter and the
13
reversible universal bidirectional shifter that supports bidirectional logical and arithmetic
shift and rotate operations.
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CHAPTER 3
PROPOSED DESIGN METHODOLOGIES
The design methodologies of reversible shifters that are considered in this work are the
reversible logical right shifter, the reversible universal right shifter that supports logical
right shift, arithmetic right shift and the right rotate; the reversible bidirectional logical
shifter; the reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter and the reversible univer-
sal bidirectional shifter that supports bidirectional logical and arithmetic shift and rotate
operations.
3.1 Reversible Logical Right Shifter
A reversible logical right shifter is capable of logical right shifting the input data as
explained in Table 2.1. For a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter the input data is repre-
sented as in−1, in−2, in−3, ...., i2, i1, i0. As a logarithmic shifter can be designed using log2(n)
stages, the (n,k) reversible logical right shifter can also be designed using log2(n) stages.
The log2(n) number of stages of a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter is controlled by control
signals Sk−1,Sk−2,....,S1,S0. The Sk−1 will work as the control signal for 1st stage, Sk−2
will work as the control signal for 2nd stage and so on. Thus for mth stage the control
signal will be Sk−m where m= 1 to k. Each stage of (n,k) reversible logical right shifter is
responsible for shifting input data by 2k−1 to 20 bits. Since Fredkin gate has the property
that two of its outputs work as an 2:1 MUX, thus a chain of Fredkin gates can works as
the chain of 2:1 MUXes. This helps in implementing the stages of a (n,k) reversible logical
right shifter using the Fredkin gates. The Feynman gates can be used for copying input
data bits, thus avoiding the fanout. The final output after the last stage can be represented
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as On−1, On−2, On−3, ...., O2, O1, O0. All stages of a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter can
be designed as illustrated.
• Stage 1: The input bits for a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter can be represented as
in−1, in−2, in−3, ...., i2, i1, i0 and the control signal can be written as Sk−1, Sk−2, Sk−3, ..
.., S2, S1, S0, where n represents the number of bits and k represents the stages in
the shifter. To design the k stages of (n,k) reversible logical right shifter, it will
require k chains of n Fredkin gates. Thus the inputs and outputs for each Fredkin
gate in a stage j can be rewritten as A(i, j),B(i, j),C(i, j) and P (i, j),Q(i, j),R(i, j),
respectively. Here i represents the position of the Fredkin gate in a stage and j
represents the jth stage and n− 1 ≥ i ≥ 0 and k − 1 ≥ j ≥ 0.
For the first stage the inputs to the Fredkin gates can be written as follows:
A(i, k − 1) = Sk−1 for i = (n− 1) to 0
B(i, k − 1) = ii for i = (n− 1) to 0
C(i, k − 1) =


0 for i = (n− 1) to ((n− 1)
−2k−1 + 1)
im for i = ((n− 1)− 2
k−1) to 0
and m = (n− 1) to 2k−1
As illustrated above, the first stage of a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter is controlled
by the control signal Sk−1, thus the controlling input for Fredkin gates in first stage
is set to A(i, k − 1) = Sk−1, for all i = (n − 1) to 0. There can be two possible
values of Sk−1 which are 0 and 1. Considering a Fredkin gate having inputs A, B,C
and the outputs as P,Q,R, when the value of A=1 we will have Q=C and R=B; when
the value of A=0 we will have Q=B and R=C. Thus Fredkin gate can swap the value
of B and C depending on the value of input A. Since Sk−1 works as the input A of
the Fredkin gates, we will have the following possible outputs at the 1st stage.
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When Sk−1=1, we will have following values at the outputs.
P (i, k − 1) = Sk−1 for i = (n− 1) to 0
R(i, k − 1) = ii for i = (n− 1) to 0
Q(i, k − 1) =


0 for i = (n− 1) to ((n− 1)
−2k−1 + 1)
im for i = ((n− 1)− 2
k−1) to 0
and m = (n− 1) to 2k−1
When Sk−1=0, we will have following values at the outputs.
P (i, k − 1) = Sk−1 for i = (n− 1) to 0
Q(i, k − 1) = ii for i = (n− 1) to 0
R(i, k − 1) =


0 for i = (n− 1) to ((n− 1)
−2k−1 + 1)
im for i = ((n− 1)− 2
k−1) to 0
and m = (n− 1) to 2k−1
Thus, when the value of Sk−1=1 it will logical right shift the inputs data in−1, in−2, in−3
, ...., i2, i1, i0 by 2
k−1 bits. When the value of Sk−1=0 there will not be any shift op-
eration. The copying of the input data is achieved by utilizing the Feynman gates.
• Stage 2: The second stage of (n,k) reversible logical right shifter uses inputs from
the first stage. From the outputs Q(i, k − 1) and R(i, k − 1) for i = (n − 1) to 0 of
the Fredkin gates in the first stage only the outputs Q(n, k − 1) will be the useful
outputs while the outputs R(n, k − 1) will work as the garbage output. The inputs
at the chain of n Fredkin gates for the second stage can be provided by following the
same design methodology as used for the first stage and is as follows:
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A(i, k − 2) = Sk−2 for i = (n− 1) to 0
B(i, k − 2) = Q(i, k − 1) for i = (n− 1) to 0
C(i, k − 2) =


0 for i = (n− 1) to
((n− 1)− 2k−2 + 1)
Q(m, k − 1) for i = ((n− 1)
−2k−2) to 0
and m = (n− 1) to
2k−2
Since Sk−2 works as the input A of the Fredkin gates, we will have the following
possible outputs at the 2nd stage.
When Sk−2=1, we will have following values at the outputs.
P (i, k − 2) = Sk−2 for i = (n− 1) to 0
R(i, k − 2) = Q(i, k − 1) for i = (n− 1) to 0
Q(i, k − 2) =


0 for i = (n− 1) to
((n− 1)− 2k−2 + 1)
Q(m, k − 1) for i = ((n− 1)
−2k−2) to 0
and m = (n− 1) to
2k−2
When Sk−2=0, we will have following values at the outputs.
P (i, k − 2) = Sk−2 for i = (n− 1) to 0
Q(i, k − 2) = Q(i, k − 1) for i = (n− 1) to 0
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R(i, k − 2) =


0 for i = (n− 1) to
((n− 1)− 2k−2 + 1)
Q(m, k − 1) for i = ((n− 1)
−2k−2) to 0
and m = (n− 1) to
2k−2
Thus, when the value of Sk−2=1 it will logical right shifts the inputs data Q(i,k-1),
for i=n-1 to 0, by 2k−2 bits. Here, Q(i,k-1) represents the useful output generated at
the stage 1. When the value of Sk−2=0 there will not be any shift operation. The
copying of the input data is achieved by utilizing the Feynman gates.
• Stage 3 to Stage k The same design strategy as illustrated in previous stages can
also be used to design these stages.
Thus by the end of kth stage the input data in−1, in−2, in−3, ...., i2, i1, i0 can be logical
right shifted from 0 to k-1 bits depending on the value of Sk−m where m = k−1 to 1. Thus
in the design methodology for a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter each stage requires
n− 2k−m number of Feynman gates, here m represents the mth stage. Thus total number
of Feynman gates required to design a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter (rlrs) can be
written as FErlrs =
∑
k
m=1(n − 2
(k−m)). Each stage consists of chain of n Fredkin gates
working as a 2:1 MUX. As there are k stages, the total number of Fredkin gates required
to design a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter(rlrs) can be represented as FRrlrs = n ∗ k.
An example of the proposed design methodology is illustrated for the design of a (8,3)
reversible logical right shifter in Fig. 3.1. A (8,3) reversible logical right shifter has input
as i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0 with the respective output as O7, O6, O5, O4, O3, O2, O1, O0. The
design has log2(8) = 3 stages, thus has the control signal S2, S1, S0. Each stage of a (8,3)
reversible logical right shifter can be designed using chain of 8 Fredkin gates as explained
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in the design methodology. Feynman gates are used in the design to avoid the fanout. The
total number of Feynman gates required to design a (8,3) reversible logical right shifter (rlrs)
can be written as FErlrs =
∑3
m=1(8− 2
(3−m))=(4+6+7)=17. Each stage consists of chain
of 8 Fredkin gates working as a 2:1 MUX. As there are 3 stages, the total number of Fredkin
gates required to design a (8,3) reversible logical right shifter(rlrs) can be represented as
FRrlrs = 8 ∗ 3 = 24.
FE FE FE FE
FR FR FR FR FR FR FR FR
i7 i6 i5 i40 0 0 0
i3 i2 i1 i00 0 0 0
FE FE FE FE FE FE
FR FR FR FR FR FR FR FR
0 0
0 00 0 0 0
FE FE FE FE FE FE FE
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR FR FR FR FR FR FR FR
0
O7 O6 O5 O4 O3 O2 O1 O0
S1
S0
S2
G G G G G G G G
G G G G G G G G
G G G G G G G G
G
G
G
Step 1
(Stage I)
Step 2
(Stage II)
Step 3
(Stage III)
Figure 3.1. A (8,3) reversible logical right shifter (FE: Feynman gate, FR: Fredkin gate, G:
Garbage output)
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3.2 Reversible Universal Right Shifter
A reversible universal right shifter is capable of logical right shifting, arithmetic right
shifting and right rotating the input bits. The logical right shift, arithmetic right shift and
the right rotation operations are explained in Table 2.1.
A (n,k) reversible universal right shifter can be designed from (n,k) reversible logi-
cal right shifter by using additional Fredkin gates for arithmetic shift and rotate op-
erations. For a (n,k) reversible universal right shifter the input data is represented as
in−1, in−2, in−3, ...., i2, i1, i0. There are two more control signals sra,rotate in addition to
Sk−1,Sk−2,....,S1,S0 select signals. The control signal sra is responsible for arithmetic right
shift operation, while rotate is responsible for right rotate operation or logical right shift
operation. All the shift or rotation operation performed by (n,k) reversible universal right
shifter are described in the Table 3.1 which are controlled by the control signals sra,rotate.
Table 3.1. Operations on (n,k) reversible universal right shifter
sra rotate Operation
1 0 Reversible arithmetic right shift
0 1 Reversible right rotation
0 0 Reversible logical right shift
To facilitate the arithmetic right shift one additional Fredkin gate is used with the design
described above for (n,k) reversible logical right shifter. The input and output sequences for
this additional Fredkin gate can be written as Aas, Bas, Cas and Pas, Qas, Ras respectively.
The controlling input A for this Fredkin gate is set to Aas = sra, while the inputs B and
C are set to Bas = in−1 and Cas = 0. If the value of controlling input sra is set to 1 then
(n,k) universal right shifter is responsible for performing arithmetic right shift operation. If
the value of control signal sra is set to sra = 0 then it is responsible for either logical right
shift or right rotate operation depending on the value of secondary control signal rotate.
A (n,k) reversible universal right shifter can be designed as : The first stage of (n,k)
universal right shifter is responsible for shifting or rotating the input data by 2k−1-bits. The
first stage requires 2k−1 number of additional Fredkin gates in addition with the chain of
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n Fredkin gates. As shown in Fig.2.3(b), the inputs and the outputs of a Fredkin gate are
represented as A,B,C and P,Q,R, respectively. Following that convention, the inputs and
outputs for these additional Fredkin gates are represented as Aa(i, j), Ba(i, j), Ca(i, j) and
Pa(i, j), Qa(i, j), Ra(i, j), respectively. Here i represents the position of the Fredkin gate in
a stage and j represents the jth stage and 2
k−1 ≥ i ≥ 0 and k − 1 ≥ j ≥ 0. The inputs and
the select signals will be passed to these additional Fredkin gates as follows.
Aa(i, k − 1) = rotate for i = (2
k−1 − 1) to 0
Ba(i, k − 1) = Qas for i = (2
k−1 − 1) to 0
Ca(i, k − 1) = im for i = (2
k−1 − 1) to 0
and m = (2k−1 − 1) to 0
In the first stage the additional Fredkin gates are controlled by the control signal rotate
thus the controlling input Aa(i, k − 1) is set as Aa(i, k − 1) = rotate for all i = (2
k−1 −
1) to 0. The assigning of rotate to Aa(i, k − 1) facilitates logical right shift or right
rotation operation. The input sequences for the second input of the additional Fredkin gates
are set to Ba(i, k−1) = Qas for i = (n−1) to 0. This facilitates the arithmetic right shift
operation by 2k−1 bits because when the control signals sra = 1 and rotate = 0 we will have
Q(i, k−1) = Ba(i, k−1). The input sequences for the third input of the additional Fredkin
gates are set to Ca(i, k−1) = im for i = (2
k−1−1) to 0 and m = (2k−1−1) to 0. This
facilitates the right rotate operation by 2k−1 bits because when the control signals sra = 0
and rotate = 1 we will have Q(i, k − 1) = Ca(i, k − 1) and the logical right shift operation
when sra = 0 and rotate = 0.
From the outputs Qa(i, k − 1) and Ra(i, k − 1) for i = 0 to (n − 1) of the additional
Fredkin gates only the outputs Qa(i, k − 1) will be the useful outputs while the outputs
Ra(i, k − 1) will work as the garbage output. Along the useful outputs Qa(i, k − 1) of
the additional Fredkin gate, the original inputs in−1, in−2, in−3, ...., i2, i1, i0 will work as the
inputs to the chain of n Fredkin gate as used in the design methodology for (n,k) reversible
logical right shifter( please refer the stage 1 of the reversible logical shifter). These original
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inputs and Qa(i, k− 1) outputs of the additional Fredkin gates are assigned to the chain of
the n Fredkin gates as follows.
A(i, k − 1) = Sk−1 for i = (n− 1) to 0
B(i, k − 1) = ii for i = (n− 1) to 0
C(i, k − 1) =


Qa(m, k − 1) for i = (n− 1) to
((n− 1)− 2k−1 + 1)
and m = (2k−1 − 1) to 0
im for i = ((n− 1)
−2k−1) to 0
and m = (n− 1) to 2k−1
The controlling input of the chain of n Fredkin gates in the 1st stage is set as A(i, k−1) =
Sk−1 for i = (n− 1) to 0 that facilitates either shift or no shift operation depending on
the value of select signal Sk−1. Except these changes in the input mapping of the n Fredkin
gates in the 1st stage, the working of the stage 1 is similar to the working of the stage 1
of the reversible logical right shifter, and thus is not explained separately. Similar to the
design methodology of the reversible logical right shifter, the fanout is avoided by the use
of the Feynman gate.
Similarly one can design the other stages of the reversible universal right shifter. We
can observed that in each stage we will need 2k−m for m = 0 to (k − 1) additional
Fredkin gates in addition to the chain of n Fredkin gates. A (n,k) reversible universal
right shifter has k stages, where each stage requires n number of Feynman gates to copy
the input data. As illustrated above the output data of the single Fredkin gate used to
perform arithmetic right shift requires 2k − 2 number of Feynman gates to copy its useful
output. Further, a Feynman gate is needed to copy the sign bit. Hence, the total number of
Feynman gates needed to design a (n,k) reversible universal right shifter(rurs) are FErurs =
n ∗ k+ (2k − 2) + 1 = n ∗ k+2k − 1. To sum up the number of the Fredkin gates needed in
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the design, one can see that each stage of a (n,k) reversible universal right shifter requires
chain of n Fredkin gates, and 2k number of additional Fredkin gates to perform the rotate
operation. Further as explained in the design methodology, one Fredkin gate is needed in
the design to initiate the arithmetic right shift operation. Thus the total number of Fredkin
gates that are needed to design a (n,k) reversible universal right shifter (rurs) can be written
as FRrurs = n ∗ k +
∑
k−1
m=0 2
m + 1.
An example of the proposed design methodology is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for the design
of a (8,3) reversible universal right shifter. Since in a (8,3) reversible universal right shifter
n = 8 thus it can be designed using log2(8) = 3 stages. In the Fig. 3.2 the inputs
and the outputs are i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0 and O7, O6, O5, O4, O3, O2, O1, O0 respectively.
The proposed (8,3) reversible universal right shifter is controlled by two additional control
signals: (1) sra for arithmetic or logical right shift, and (2) rotate for either shift or rotate
operation. The stages of the proposed (8,3) reversible universal right shifter are controlled
by the select signals S2,S1,S0. To better explain the working of the proposed (8,3) reversible
universal right shifter an example of right shifting(arithmetic or rotate or logical) the input
data by 6 bits is illustrated in the Table 3.2. In the (8,3) reversible universal right shifter
as illustrated in Table 3.2 the select signals will have the values S2 = 1, S1 = 1, S0 = 0,
while the arithmetic right shift, right rotation, logical right shift operations are performed
by changing the values of the control signals sra and rotate.
Table 3.2. Operations on (8,3) reversible universal right shifter
Stage/ Arithmetic Right Shift Right Rotation Logical Right Shift
Operation sra=1 rotate=0 sra=0 rotate=1 sra=0 rotate=0
Stage I i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i6, i5, i4 i3, i2, i1, i0, i7, i6, i5, i4 0, 0, 0, 0, i7, i6, i5, i4
(S2 = 1)
Stage II i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i6 i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0, i7, i6 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, i7, i6
(S1 = 1)
Stage III i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i6 i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0, i7, i6 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, i7, i6
(S0 = 0)
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The working of a (8,3) reversible universal right shifter as shown in Fig. 3.2 can be
understood by following the steps mentioned in Table 3.2. The details of which are also
discussed in the following depending on the values of the control signals sra and rotate.
0
0
0
sra
F
R
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
0
F
E
F
E
0
0
F
E
i7
FR FR FR FR
FR FR FR FR FR FR FR FR
FE FE FE FE FE FE FE FE
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0i6 i5 i4 i3 i2 i1 i0
FE FE
00
FE FEFE FEFE FE
000000
FR FR
FR FR FR FR FR FR FR FR
FE FEFE FEFE FEFE FE
FR
FR FR FR FR FR FR FR FR
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O7 O6 O5 O4 O3 O2 O1 O0
G
G G G G G G G G
G G G G G G G G
G G G G
0
G G
G G G G G G GG
0
rotate
G
S0
S1
S2
Step 3
(Stage II)
Step 4
(Stage III)
Step 2
(Stage I)
Step 1
G
G
G
G
G
Figure 3.2. A (8,3) reversible universal right shifter (FE: Feynman gate, FR: Fredkin gate,
G: Garbage output)
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3.2.1 Arithmetic Right Shift
For sra = 1 and rotate = 0, the (8,3) reversible universal right shifter works as a (8,3)
reversible arithmetic right shifter.
• Stage I: The first stage of a (8,3) reversible universal right shifter arithmetic right shifts
the input data by 23−1 = 4 bits as the value of select signal S2 is 1.Thus for the inputs
as i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0 the first stage generates the outputs as i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i6, i5, i4.
• Stage II: The outputs generated at the first stage is used as the inputs for the second
stage. For the value of select signal as S1 = 1 the second stage of a (8,3) reversible
universal right shifter does arithmetic right shift on the input data provided by first
stage by 23−2 = 2 bits. Hence the outputs generated by the second stage of (8,3)
reversible universal right shifter are i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i6.
• Stage II: The stage III which is the final stage has the value of select signal as S0 = 0
and the outputs generated at the stage II are used as the inputs for this stage. Since
in this stage the value of the select signal S0 is 0 thus there will not be any shift
operation in the stage. The final output at this stage are i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i7, i6 which
is the arithmetic right shift by 6 bits since S2S1S0 = 110(decimal6).
3.2.2 Right Rotation
The right rotate operation depends on the value of control signal rotate.If the value
of control signals are sra = 0 and rotate = 1, the (8,3) reversible universal right shifter
operates as (8,3) reversible right rotator which can be explained as follows.
• Stage I: The first stage of (8,3)reversible universal right shifter right rotates the input
data i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0 by 2
3−1 = 4 bits as the value of select signal S2 is 1. This
stage will generate the outputs as i3, i2, i1, i0, i7, i6, i5, i4.
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• Stage II: In this stage the output of the first stage is right rotated by 23−2 = 2 bits
as the value of the select signal S1 is 1. The outputs generated at this stage are
i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0, i7, i6.
• Stage III: The stage does not performs any operation and pass the output of the
second stage as such as the value of the select signal is S0 = 0. The final output at
this stage are i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0, i7, i6 which is right rotation by 6 bits since S2S1S0 =
110(decimal6).
3.2.3 Logical Right Shift
For the logical right shift operation the value of the control signals will be sra = 0 and
rotate = 0.
• Stage I: In this stage the input data i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0 is logically right shifted by
23−1 = 4 bits as the value of select signal S2 is set as 1. Thus the outputs generated
at this stage are 0, 0, 0, 0, i7, i6, i5, i4.
• Stage II: At this stage the value of the select signal S1 = 1 thus this stage logically
right shifts the outputs of the first stage by 23−2 = 2 bits. The outputs generated at
this stage are 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, i7, i6
• Stage III: This stage does not performs any operation on the output of the second
stage as the value of select signal is S0 = 0. The final output at this stage are
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, i7, i6 which is logical right shift by 6 bits since S2S1S0 = 110(decimal6).
3.3 Reversible Bidirectional Logical Shifter
A (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter is capable of logical shifting the input
data in both the left and right directions depending on the value of the control signal
labeled as left in this section. All the operation that can be performed by a (n,k) reversible
bidirectional logical shifter is shown in Table 3.3. From Table 3.3 it can be seen that when
left=1 the reversible bidirectional logical shifter will perform the logical left shift operation
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Table 3.3. Operations on (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter
left Operation Performed
0 Reversible logical right shift
1 Reversible logical left shift
else it will perform the logical right shift operation. A (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical
shifter can be designed by extending the (n,k) reversible logical right shifter explained earlier
in Section 3.1. As illustrated in Fig. 3.3 the n/2 Fredkin gates controlled by the control
signal left are added as a chain at both the inputs and outputs of the (n,k) reversible logical
right shifter to make it work as a (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter. In the (n,k)
reversible bidirectional logical shifter to perform a logical left shift operation the value of
control signal left is one that will result in reversal of the input data by the n/2 Fredkin
gates which are added as a chain. The reverse input data is passed to the (n,k) reversible
logical right shifter to produce logical right shifted reversed input data. Finally the the
logical right shifted reversed input data is reversed by the chain of n/2 Fredkin gates to
produce the final outputs as logically left shifted input data.
The total number of Fredkin gates required to design a (n,k) reversible bidirectional
logical shifter(rbls) is the summation of the number of Fredkin gates required to design a
(n,k) reversible logical right shifter(rlrs) + n/2 Fredkin gates in the first stage+ n/2 Fredkin
gates in the last stage. As explained in Section 3.1 the number of Fredkin gates needed
to design a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter is FRrlrs = n ∗ k. Thus the total number
of Fredkin gates required to design a (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter(rbls) are
FRrbls=n/2+FRrlrs+n/2=n∗k+n=n∗(k+1). The design methodology does not use any
additional Feynman gate compared to the design methodology for (n,k) reversible logical
right shifter thus it will have the same number of Feynman gates as in (n,k) reversible
logical right shifter(rlrs). Thus the total number of Feynman gates can be written as
FErbls = FErlrs =
∑
k
m=1(n− 2
(k−m)).
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Figure 3.3. A (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter (FE: Feynman gate, FR: Fredkin
gate, G: Garbage output)
3.4 Reversible Bidirectional Arithmetic and Logical Shifter
A reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter is capable can perform logical
right shifting, arithmetic right shifting, logical left shifting and arithmetic left shifting op-
erations. The proposed design approach is illustrated with an example of a (8,3) reversible
bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter as shown in Fig. 3.4. All operations that can
be performed by a (8,3) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter are shown in
Table 3.4 for different values of control signals sra, sla and left. As explained in Table 3.4,
the barrel shifter performs the various operations such as logical right shift, logical left shift
etc. depending on the values of sra, sla and left control signals. In the proposed design,
the input data is represented as i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0 while the shift value is controlled by
select signals represented as S2S1S0.
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The design of a reversible arithmetic and logical shifter can be divided into four modules:
(i) Data reversal control unit-I, (ii) Arithmetic right shift control unit, (iii) Shifter unit
which consists of three sub-modules that performs Stage I, Stage II and Stage III operations
discussed later, (iii) Arithmetic left shift control unit, (iv) Data reversal control unit-II. The
reversible design of the modules of the reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter
along with their working are explained as follows:
Table 3.4. Operation performed by a (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical
shifter
Operation performed Control signal values
Logical right shift sra=0 sla=0 left=0
Arithmetic right shift sra=1 sla=0 left=0
Logical left shift sra=0 sla=0 left=1
Arithmetic left shift sra=0 sla=1 left=1
3.4.1 Data Reversal Control Unit-I
The direction of the shift operation performed on reversible arithmetic and logical shifter
is controlled by the control signal left as can be seen in the Table 3.4. For the value of
control signal left as 1, the reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter performs
the shift operation in the left direction, that is, the arithmetic left shift operation or logical
left shift operation. Otherwise, for the value of left=0 the shift operation is performed in
the right direction, that is, arithmetic right shift operation or logical right shift operation.
The data reversal control unit-I has Fredkin gates as the key components, since two outputs
of the Fredkin gate can work as 2:1 MUXes. By utilizing two outputs of the Fredkin gate
as 2:1 Muxes, 4 Fredkin gates can be used to reverse the 8 bit input data. After observing
the behavior of right shift and left shift operation. We noticed that for a n bit input data a
left shift operation by k-bit can be performed in three steps : (i) reverse the input data, (ii)
perform k bit right shift operation, and (iii) reverse the outputs of the step (ii). For example,
for a 8-bit input data i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0 the three steps of logical left shift operation by 3
bits will be: (i) reverse i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0 to produce i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6, i7, (ii) perform
the 3 bit logical right shift operation to produce 0, 0, 0, i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, and (iii) reverse the
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outputs of step (ii) to yield i4, i3, i2, i1, i0, 0, 0, 0. The date reversal control unit-I is shown
in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. A (8,3) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter (FE: Feynman gate,
FR: Fredkin gate, G: Garbage output)
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3.4.2 Arithmetic Right Shift Control Unit
The arithmetic right shift control unit controls the arithmetic right shift operation.
This unit is designed using a single Fredkin gate controlled by the control signal sra, and
preserves the sign bit of input data. If the value of control signal sra = 1, the arithmetic
right shift operation is performed otherwise it simply passes the data to the next module.
As fanout is not allowed in reversible logic multiple copies of the sign bit are created using
the Feynman gates. The reversible arithmetic right shift control unit is shown in Fig.3.4.
3.4.3 Shifter Unit
The shifter unit in the design of reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter
is responsible for the amount of shift operation performed. This unit is controlled by the
control signals S2, S1 and S0. The shifter unit can be divided into three stages. All the three
stages are designed using the chain of 8 Fredkin gates controlled by the control signals S2, S1
and S0. The first, second and the third stages of the shifter unit right shifts the input data
by 22,21 and 20 bits depending on the value of control signal S2, S1 and S0, respectively.
Fig. 3.4 shows the three stage design of the reversible shifter unit. The Feynman gates
are used in the design to avoid the fanout problem. The working of the three stages of the
shifter unit is explained as follows:
• Stage− I : The first stage of shifter unit is responsible for shifting the input data by
22-bits and is controlled by the control signal S2. If the value of control signal S2 is
1 the input data is right shifted by 22-bits, else the input data remains unchanged.
The outputs of the Stage I is passed as inputs to Stage II of the shifter unit.
• Stage− II : The second stage of the shifter unit works on the outputs of the first
stage and is controlled by the control signal S1. If the value of control signal S1 is 1
the input data provided to the second stage is right shifted by 21-bits, else the input
data remains unchanged. The outputs of the Stage II is passed as inputs to Stage III
of the shifter unit.
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• Stage− III : The third stage of the shifter unit is controlled by the control signal
S0. If the value of control signal S0 is 1 the output data generated by the stage-II is
right shifted by 20-bits else the output data remains unchanged. The outputs of this
stage is passed as inputs to the next module in the design of reversible bidirectional
arithmetic and logical shifter.
3.4.4 Arithmetic Left Shift Control Unit
The design of the arithmetic left shift control unit is similar to the design of the arith-
metic right shift control unit. This control unit is responsible to perform the arithmetic left
shift operation, and is controlled by the control signal sla. This unit is implemented using
a single Fredkin gate. If the value of control signal sla = 1 this unit preserves the sign bit
needed to perform the arithmetic left shift operation, else it simply passes the LSB of the
shifter unit. The arithmetic left shift control unit is shown in the Fig. 3.4.
3.4.5 Data Reversal Control Unit II
The design of this unit is same as explained for data reversal control unit I and is shown
in Fig. 3.4. The data reversal control unit II reverses its 8 bit input which consists of 7 bits
from the outputs of the shifter unit and 1 bit from the output of the arithmetic left shift
control unit. The data reversal control unit is controlled by the control signal left. If the
value of control signal left is 1, this unit reverses its input data to generate a left shifted
result else it simply passes the input data to its outputs.
The proposed method illustrated above to design a (8,3) reversible bidirectional arith-
metic and logical shifter can be generalized to design a (n,k) reversible bidirectional arith-
metic and logical shifter. To design a (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical
shifter, the Feynman gates are used for copying the input data. It is to be noted that in
the proposed design Feynman gate is only used to avoid the fanout problem. The data
reversal unit-I and data reversal unit-II consist of chains of n/2 Fredkin gates. The shifter
unit at each stage requires 2k−m for m = 0 to (k − 1) number of Feynman gates and
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chain of n Fredkin gates. The arithmetic right shift control unit uses one Fredkin and 2k−1
Feynman gates. The arithmetic left shift control unit requires one Fredkin gate and one
Feynman gate. Thus the total number of Feynman gates used to design a (n,k) reversible
bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter is:
FE=Number of Feynman gates required to design arithmetic right shift control unit+
number of Feynman gates used in shifter control unit+ number of Feynman gates used in
arithmetic left shift control unit =
∑
k−1
m=0(n− 2
m) + (2k − 1) + 1=2k +
∑
k−1
m=0(n− 2
m).
The total number of Fredkin gates used to design a (n,k) reversible bidirectional arith-
metic and logical shifter can be written as:
FR= Number of Fredkin gates used in data reversal control unit-I+ Number of Fredkin
gates used in arithmetic right shift control unit+ Number of Fredkin gates used in shifter
unit+ Number of Fredkin gates used in arithmetic left shift control unit +Number of Fredkin
gates used in data reversal control unit-II=n/2 + 1 + (n ∗ k) + 1 + n/2=n ∗ (k + 1) + 2.
The (8,3) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter uses 25 Feynman gate to
copy the input data to avoid the fanout, and 34 Fredkin gates are used for arithmetic and
logical bidirectional shifting.
3.5 Reversible Universal Bidirectional Shifter
A reversible universal bidirectional shifter is capable of performing logical left and right
shift, left and right rotate, and left and right arithmetic shift operation. A (n,k) reversible
universal bidirectional shifter can be designed by extending the design methodology of (n,k)
reversible universal right shifter explained earlier in Section 3.2. its design from the (n,k)
reversible universal right shifter can be explained as : The chain of n/2 Fredkin gates
controlled by the control signal left are added at the inputs and outputs of the (n,k)
reversible universal right shifter as illustrated in Fig.3.5. As can be seen in Fig. 3.5 there is
an additional Fredkin gate after the (n,k) reversible universal right shifter that is to preserve
the sign bit in case of arithmetic left shift operation when the value of control signal sla is 1.
To copy the sign bit of the input data for arithmetic right shift an additional Feynman gate
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Table 3.5. Operations on (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter
left sra rotate Operation Performed
0 1 0 Reversible arithmetic right shift
0 0 1 Reversible right rotation
0 0 0 Reversible logical right shift
1 0 0 Reversible arithmetic left shift
1 0 1 Reversible left rotation
1 0 0 Reversible logical left shift
is used as shown in Fig. 3.5. All the operations that can be performed by a (n,k) reversible
universal bidirectional shifter are shown in Table 3.5. For left = 1, the (n,k) reversible
universal bidirectional shifter will perform all type of left shifts such as logical left shift or
arithmetic left shift or left rotate operation. When left = 0 the (n,k) reversible universal
bidirectional shifter will work as (n,k) reversible universal right shifter that can perform the
operation such as logical right shift or arithmetic right shift or right rotate operation. The
working of (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter can be explained as follows:
• Stage I: In this stage, the input data in−1, in−2, in−3, ....., i2, i1, i0 is provided to the
n/2 Fredkin gates which are controlled by the control signal left. When the value of
control signal left is 1 the input data is reversed otherwise it remains same.
• Stage II: The outputs generated by the n/2 Fredkin gates are used as the inputs of
the (n,k) reversible universal right shifter. The (n,k) reversible universal right shifter
performs the right shift (logical or arithmetic or rotate) on its inputs and generates
the right shifted outputs (logical or arithmetic or rotate).
• Stage III: The stage III consists of a single Fredkin gate and will be needed only if
the arithmetic left shift operation is performed. The additional Fredkin gate used in
the design as shown in Fig. 3.5 helps in changing the 0th bit of the output generated
by the (n,k) reversible universal right shifter based on the condition: left = 1 and
sla = 1, to perform the arithmetic left operation. Thus, when the condition is satisfied
the Fredkin gate will change the 0th bit of the output generated by the (n,k) reversible
universal right shifter to the sign bit in−1. If this stage is used, then in the final stage
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Figure 3.5. A (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter (FE: Feynman gate, FR: Fredkin
gate, G: Garbage output)
that consists on n/2 Fredkin gates and performs the operation of reversing the data,
the outputs will be arithmetic left shifted result of the original inputs.
• Stage IV: This stage consists of n/2 Fredkin gates as shown in Fig. 3.5 which are
controlled by the control signal left. For the value of control signal left = 1 the
inputs passed to this stage are reversed by these n/2 Fredkin gates to produce the
final output as logically left shifted input data or arithmetic left shifted input data or
left rotated input data. Otherwise when left = 0, the final outputs will be same as
the outputs of the Stage III which is logically right shifted input data or arithmetic
right shifted input data or right rotated input data.
The number of Fredkin gates required to design a (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional
right shifter is summation of number of Fredkin gates in Stage I+ number of Fredkin
gates in Stage II+ number of Fredkin gates in Stage III+ number of Fredkin gates in
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Stage IV. Thus, the total number of Fredkin gates needed to design a (n,k) reversible
universal bidirectional shifter(rubs) can be written as FRrubs = n/2 + FRrurs + 1+ n/2 =
n/2 + (n ∗ k +
∑
k−1
k=0 2
k + 1) + 1 + n/2 = n(k + 1) +
∑
k−1
k=0 2
k + 2, here Stage II is a
(n,k) reversible universal right shifter(rurs) that consists of FRrurs = n ∗ k +
∑
k−1
k=0 2
k + 1
Fredkin gates. The number of Feynman gates required to design a (n,k) reversible universal
bidirectional shifter is one more than the number of Feynman gates required to design a
(n,k) reversible universal right shifter. The extra Feynman is needed for copying the sign
bit as illustrated in Fig.3.5. Thus, the total number of Feynman gates needed in the design
are FErubs = FErurs + 1 = (n ∗ k + 2
k − 1) + 1 = n ∗ k + 2k.
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CHAPTER 4
COST MEASUREMENT
All the proposed reversible design methodologies for the reversible barrel shifter are
evaluated in terms of the number of the garbage outputs, number of ancilla inputs and the
quantum cost.
4.1 Garbage Outputs
The garbage outputs represent the number of outputs that do not perform any useful
operation and thus is considered as an overhead. Hence, we used the number of garbage out-
puts as an important criteria to evaluate the efficiency of the different design methodologies
for reversible barrel shifters proposed in this work.
4.1.1 Number of Garbage Outputs in Reversible Logical Right Shifter (rlrs)
Each stage of a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter has the chain of n Fredkin gates, in
which n-1 Fredkin gates in each stage have one garbage output and the nth Fredkin gate
has two garbage outputs. The nth Fredkin gate has two garbage outputs because one of its
output which regenerates the control signal is not utilized further in the computation. Thus
the total number of garbage outputs in the design methodology for a (n,k) reversible logical
right shifter(rlrs) can be written as: GOrlrs=n ∗ k + k=n ∗ (k + 1). Table 4.1 shows the
garbage outputs for different values of n and k, where n is input data bits and k represents
the shift values.
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Table 4.1. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible logical right shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 10 18 34 66 130
k=3 27 51 99 195
k=4 68 132 260
k=5 165 325
k=6 390
4.1.2 Number of Garbage Outputs in Reversible Universal Right Shifter (rurs)
In the (n,k) reversible universal right shifter as illustrated in Section 3.2, there are k
stages and each stage consists of the chain of n Fredkin gates to perform the shift operation,
and 2k−i Fredkin gates to perform the rotate operation if needed, where i represents the
stage on which the operation is being performed. The n Fredkin gates in each stage that
are used to perform shift operation have one garbage output except the 1st Fredkin gate
which has two garbage outputs. The 2k−i Fredkin gates in each stage that are used to
perform the rotate operation each will have 1 garbage output, except the last Fredkin gate
in the final stage that has 2 garbage outputs. In addition, there will be 2 garbage outputs
from the Fredkin gate that is used to initialize the arithmetic right shift operation as can
be seen from the example of (8,3) reversible universal right shifter shown in Fig. 3.2.
Thus, the total number of garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible universal right shifter will be
GOrurs = (n− 1) ∗ k + 2 ∗ k + (
∑
k−1
m=0 2
m + 1) + 2= (n+ 1) ∗ k +
∑
k−1
m=0 2
m + 3. Table 4.2
shows the garbage output in the (n,k) reversible universal right shifter for different values
of n and k.
Table 4.2. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible universal right shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 16 24 40 72 136
k=3 37 61 109 205
k=4 86 150 278
k=5 199 359
k=6 456
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Figure 4.1. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible logical right shifter
4.1.3 Number of Garbage Outputs in Reversible Bidirectional Logical Shifter
(rbls)
As illustrated earlier a (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter can be designed by
extending the (n,k) reversible logical right shifter by adding n/2 Fredkin gates as a chain
both at the inputs and the outputs of the (n,k) reversible logical right shifter. In our
design, we have carefully connected the chain of additional n/2 Fredkin gates at the inputs
and the outputs of (n,k) reversible logical right shifter such that only one garbage output
is produced. This one garbage output is due to a control signal called left that remains
unused in the last Fredkin gate of the final stage. Thus, the total number of garbage outputs
for a (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter(rbls) is the number of garbage outputs
produced by a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter(rlrs)+ one additional garbage output,
and can be written as GOrbls=GOrlrs + 1=n ∗ k + k + 1=k ∗ (n + 1) + 1. Table 4.3 shows
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Figure 4.2. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible universal right shifter
the number of garbage outputs produced by the (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter
for different values of n and k.
Table 4.3. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 11 19 35 67 131
k=3 28 52 100 196
k=4 69 133 261
k=5 166 326
k=6 391
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Figure 4.3. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter
4.1.4 Number of Garbage Outputs in Reversible Bidirectional Arithmetic and
Logical Shifter (rbals)
The shifter unit in the design of (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical
shifter (rbals) can be designed in k stages and each stage consists of the chain of n Fred-
kin gates to perform the shift operation. Each Fredkin gate in the chain of n Fredkin
gates produces atleast one garbage output except the last Fredkin gate which produces two
garbage outputs. Further, each Fredkin gate used in the design of arithmetic right shift
control unit and arithmetic left shift control unit produces two garbage outputs. The last
Fredkin gate of the data reversal control unit-II produces one garbage output as the control
signal left cannot be utilized further. Hence the number of garbage outputs required to
design a (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter (rbals) can be written
as GOrbals=k(n + 1) + 5. Table 4.4 shows the number of garbage outputs produced for
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different reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter designs. In the table, n is the
number of input data bits and k represents the shift value. It can be seen that the number
of garbage outputs in (8,3) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter design that
was illustrated in Fig. 3.4 are 32 which matches with the result in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 15 23 39 71 135
k=3 32 56 104 200
k=4 73 137 265
k=5 170 330
k=6 395
Figure 4.4. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter
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4.1.5 Number of Garbage Outputs in Reversible Universal Bidirectional Shifter
(rubs)
A (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter can be designed by extending the (n,k)
reversible universal right shifter by adding the n/2 Fredkin gates as a chain both at the
inputs and the outputs of the (n,k) reversible universal right shifter. The number of garbage
outputs generated by a (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter(rubs) can be written
as the summation of the number of garbage outputs to design the (n,k) reversible universal
right shifter, the two garbage outputs produced by the Fredkin gate used in Stage III
as explained earlier in Section 3.2, the single garbage output generated by the chain of
n/2 Fredkin gates in Stage IV. Thus,the total number of garbage outputs are GOrubs =
GOrurs+2+1=(n∗k+
∑
k−1
m=0 2
m+k+3)+2+1= (n+1)k+
∑
k−1
m=0 2
m+6. Table 4.5 shows
the number of garbage outputs generated in the design methodology of a (n,k) reversible
universal bidirectional shifter for the different values of n and k.
Table 4.5. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 17 25 41 73 137
k=3 38 62 110 206
k=4 87 151 279
k=5 200 360
k=6 457
4.1.6 Analysis of The Impact of n And k Values on The Garbage Outputs
For the reversible barrel shifters proposed in this work, we have plotted the graphs of
the number of garbage outputs by varying the values of n and k. The reason for plotting
the graphs is to evaluate the impact of varying n by keeping k as a constant, and vice versa.
This study of the affect of n and k on the number of garbage outputs will help the designer
to choose among the two possible design approaches for designing the reversible barrel
shifter: (1) increase the value of n and keeping the k as a constant, (2) increase the value
of k and keeping the n as a constant. By referring to the graph, the designer can evaluate
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Figure 4.5. Garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter
the advantages and disadvantages of both the approaches in terms of garbage outputs, and
choose the value of n and k that can generate the design with reduced overhead of garbage
outputs. The graphs of the number of garbage outputs by varying the values of n and k
for the various reversible design methodologies for the barrel shifters proposed in this work
are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. In the graphs we have shown two cases A1
and A2 in which the values of n are kept constant as 1024 and 512, respectively, while the
values of k are varied from 2 to 10 for A1 and 2 to 9 for A2. From the arrows A1 and A2,
it can be easily seen that there is a linear growth in the number of garbage outputs when n
is kept as a constant while the values of k are varied. The B1 and B2 curves in the graphs
shows the cases where the values of k are kept constant as k=9 and k=10, respectively,
while the values of n is varied from 512 to 1024. It can be observed from the arrows B1 and
B2 that when the value of n is increased in power of 2 while keeping k as a constant, there
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is 2X (doubles) increase in the number of garbage outputs compared to the previous value
of n. Thus, it can be concluded that the number of garbage outputs for the proposed (n,k)
reversible barrel shifters increases more rapidly by varying n and keeping k as a constant
compared to the reversible barrel shifter designs in which n is kept as a constant while the
values of k are varied.
4.2 Ancilla Inputs
The constant input bits called the ancilla inputs are used to realize the boolean logic
functions from the reversible gates. The more the number of the ancilla inputs needed in
the design, the more will be the number of bits need to realize a reversible circuit. Due
to technology limitations, the quantum computers of many qubits that have the reversible
gates as the basic building blocks are difficult to realize, the ancilla inputs in the reversible
gates are considered as a major overhead and need to be minimized. Thus, we evaluated
the proposed design methodologies for the reversible barrel shifter in terms of number of
ancilla inputs as discussed in the following.
4.2.1 Ancilla Inputs in Reversible Logical Right Shifter (rlrs)
The total number of Feynman gates used in the design methodology for a (n,k) reversible
logical right shifter (rlrs) are FErlrs =
∑
k
m=1(n− 2
(k−m)). Each Feynman gate used in the
design has one ancilla input. Further, in each stage of the (n,k) reversible logical right
shifter the chain of n Fredkin gates requires 2(k −m) number of ancilla inputs, where m
represents the stage of the barrel shifter and will have values from 1 to k depending on the
stage number. Thus the total number of ancilla inputs required to design a (n,k) reversible
logical right shifter can be written as ANrlrs =
∑
k
m=1(n−2
(k−m))+
∑
k
m=1(2
(k−m)) = n∗k.
Table 4.6 shows the number of ancilla inputs needed to design a reversible logical right
shifter for different values of n and k.
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Table 4.6. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible logical right shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 8 16 32 64 128
k=3 24 48 96 192
k=4 64 128 256
k=5 160 320
k=6 384
4.2.2 Ancilla Inputs in Reversible Universal Right Shifter (rurs)
As illustrated earlier in Section 3.2, the total number of Feynman gates required to
design a (n,k) reversible universal right shifter (rurs) are FErurs = n ∗ k + 2
k − 1. Each
Feynman gate in the design will have one ancilla input. Further, in the initial stage of
designing (n,k) reversible universal right shifter one additional Fredkin gate is used to
provide the arithmetic right shift operation which requires one additional ancilla input.
Thus the total number of ancilla inputs for (n,k) reversible universal right shifter can be
written as ANrurs = n ∗ k + 2
k − 1 + 1 = n ∗ k + 2k, and Table 4.7 shows the number of
ancilla inputs to design a reversible universal right shifter for different values of n and k.
Table 4.7. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible universal right shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 12 20 36 68 132
k=3 32 56 104 200
k=4 80 144 272
k=5 192 352
k=6 448
4.2.3 Ancilla Inputs in Reversible Bidirectional Logical Shifter (rbls)
The number of ancilla inputs required to design a (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical
shifter(rbls) will be same as the number of ancilla inputs required to design a (n,k) reversible
logical right shifter(rlrs). Thus,the number of ancilla inputs required to design a (n,k)
reversible bidirectional logical shifter(rbls) can be written as ANrbls = ANrlrs = n ∗ k. It
can observed that the proposed design methodology for the reversible bidirectional logical
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Figure 4.6. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible logical right shifter
shifter is an efficient design as it uses the same number of ancilla inputs as used in the design
methodology for reversible logical right shifter but provide the additional functionality of
logical left shift compared to reversible logical right shifter which can only perform logical
right shift operation. Table 4.8 shows the number of ancilla inputs for different values of n
and k.
Table 4.8. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 8 16 32 64 128
k=3 24 48 96 192
k=4 64 128 256
k=5 160 320
k=6 384
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Figure 4.7. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible universal right shifter
4.2.4 Ancilla Inputs in Reversible Bidirectional Arithmetic and Logical Shifter
(rbals)
A (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter can be designed using 2k+
∑
k−1
m=0(n−2
m) Feynman gates. Each Feynman gate requires one ancilla input bit to copy the
input data. Additionally, the Fredkin gate used in arithmetic right shift control unit requires
one ancilla bit. Thus the total number of ancilla inputs required to design a (n,k) reversible
bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter (rbals) is ANrbals=2
k +
∑
k−1
m=0(n − 2
m) + 1.
The table 4.9 shows the number of ancilla bits required to design a reversible bidirectional
arithmetic and logical shifter (rbals) for different values of n and k. It can be seen from the
Table 4.9 that the total number of ancilla inputs to design a (8,3) reversible bidirectional
arithmetic and logical shifter are 26 which is same as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 4.8. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter
4.2.5 Ancilla Inputs in Reversible Universal Bidirectional Shifter (rubs)
The total number of ancilla inputs needed in the design methodology for a (n,k) re-
versible universal bidirectional shifter will be one more than the number of ancilla inputs
needed in the design methodology for (n,k) reversible universal right shifter. Compared
to the design methodology for a (n,k) reversible universal right shifter, a (n,k) reversible
universal bidirectional shifter will have one additional ancilla input because of the use of
an additional Feynman gate to copy the sign bit to perform the arithmetic left shift oper-
ation. Thus the total number of ancilla inputs for a (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional
shifter(rubs) can be written as ANrubs = ANrurs + 1 = n ∗ k + 2
k + 1. Table 4.10 shows
the number of ancilla inputs in the design methodology for a (n,k) reversible universal
bidirectional shifter for different values of n and k.
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Table 4.9. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 10 18 34 66 130
k=3 26 50 98 194
k=4 66 130 258
k=5 162 322
k=6 386
Table 4.10. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 13 21 37 69 133
k=3 33 57 105 201
k=4 81 145 273
k=5 193 353
k=6 449
4.2.6 Analysis of The Impact of n And k Values on The Ancilla Inputs
For the reversible barrel shifters proposed in this work, we have plotted the graphs of
the number of ancilla inputs by varying the values of n and k similar to the ones plotted
for number of garbage outputs. The graphs of the number of ancilla inputs by varying
the values of n and k for the various reversible design methodologies for the barrel shifters
proposed in this work are shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. From the graphs,
we observed that the impact of n and k on the number of ancilla inputs is similar to their
impact on the number of the garbage outputs. This leads us to conclude that the number
of ancilla inputs for the proposed (n,k) reversible barrel shifters increases more rapidly by
varying n and keeping k as a constant compared to the reversible barrel shifter designs in
which n is kept as a constant while the values of k are varied.
4.3 Quantum Cost
In the quantum cost calculation, the quantum cost of the Feynman gate is consid-
ered as one, while the quantum cost of the Fredkin gate is considered as five, similar
to as considered by the researchers in [18, 19]. Thus, the quantum cost of a proposed
design methodology for a reversible barrel shifters can be written as QuantumCost =
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Figure 4.9. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter
5 ∗ (number of Fredkin gates) + (number of Feynman gates). Thus the quan-
tum cost of various reversible design methodologies for barrel shifters proposed in this work
as follows.
• Reversible logical right shifter: The quantum cost for a (n,k) reversible logical right
shifter(rlrs) can be written as QuantumCostrlrs = 5 ∗ FRrlrs + FErlrs=5 ∗ (n ∗ k) +
(
∑
k
m=1(n − 2
(k−m))), here FRrlrs is the number of Fredkin gates and FErlrs is the
number of Feynman gates required to design a (n,k) reversible logical right shifter.
• Reversible universal right shifter: The quantum cost for a (n,k) reversible universal
right shifter(rurs) can be written as QuantumCostrurs = 5∗FRrurs+FErurs=5∗ (n∗
k +
∑
k−1
k=0 2
k + 1) + (n ∗ k + 2k − 1), here FRrurs is the number of Fredkin gates and
FErurs is the number of Feynman gates required to design a (n,k) reversible universal
right shifter.
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Figure 4.10. Ancilla inputs in (n,k) reversible universal bidirectional shifter
• Reversible bidirectional logical shifter: The quantum cost for a (n,k) reversible bidi-
rectional logical shifter(rbls) can be written as QuantumCostrbls = 5 ∗ FRrbls +
FErbls=5 ∗ (n ∗ (k+1)) + (
∑
k
m=1(n− 2
(k−m))), here FRrbls is the number of Fredkin
gates and FErbls is the number of Feynman gates required to design a (n,k) reversible
bidirectional logical shifter.
• Reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter: The quantum cost of the pro-
posed design of reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter (rbals) can be
written as QuantumCostrbals = 5 ∗ (FRrbals) + FErbals=5 ∗ (n ∗ (k + 1) + 2) + 2
k +
∑
k−1
m=0(n−2
m). here FRrbals is the number of Fredkin gates and FErbals is the number
of Feynman gates required to design a (n,k) reversible bidirectional arithmetic and
logical shifter.
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• Reversible universal bidirectional shifter: The quantum cost for a (n,k) reversible
universal bidirectional shifter(rubs) can be written asQuantumCostrubs = 5∗FRrubs+
FErubs=5 ∗ (n(k + 1) +
∑
k−1
k=0 2
k + 2) + (n ∗ k + 2k), here FRrubs is the number of
Fredkin gates and FErubs is the number of Feynman gates required to design a (n,k)
reversible universal bidirectional shifter.
Tables 4.11(a), 4.11(b), 4.11(c), 4.11(d) and 4.11(e) shows the quantum costs in the
design methodologies for proposed reversible barrel shifters for different values of n and k.
4.3.1 Analysis of The Impact of n And k Values on The Quantum Cost
For the reversible barrel shifters proposed in this work, we have also plotted the graphs
of quantum cost by varying the values of n and k similar to the ones plotted for number of
garbage outputs and the number of ancilla inputs. The graphs are not shown as we found
that the impact of n and k on the quantum cost is similar to their impact on the number
of the garbage outputs and the number of ancilla inputs. Thus, the quantum cost of the
proposed (n,k) reversible barrel shifters increases more rapidly by varying n and keeping
k as a constant compared to the reversible barrel shifter designs in which n is kept as a
constant while the values of k are varied.
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Table 4.11. Quantum costs in the proposed (n,k) reversible barrel shifters
(a) Quantum cost in (n,k) reversible logical right shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 45 93 189 381 765
k=3 137 281 569 1145
k=4 369 753 1521
k=5 929 1889
k=6 2241
(b) Quantum cost in (n,k) reversible universal right
shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 71 119 215 407 791
k=3 191 335 623 1199
k=4 479 863 1631
k=5 1151 2111
k=6 2687
(c) Quantum cost in (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical
shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 65 133 269 541 1085
k=3 177 361 729 1465
k=4 449 913 1841
k=5 1089 2209
k=6 2561
(d) Quantum cost in (n,k) reversible bidirectional arith-
metic and logical shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 79 147 283 555 1099
k=3 195 379 747 1483
k=4 475 939 1867
k=5 1131 2251
k=6 2635
(e) Quantum cost in (n,k) reversible universal right
shifter
n/k n=4 n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64
k=2 77 125 221 413 797
k=3 197 341 629 1205
k=4 485 869 1637
k=5 1157 2117
k=6 2693
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented methodologies for the design of (n,k) reversible barrel
shifters such as the reversible logical right-shifter, the reversible universal right shifter that
supports logical right shift, arithmetic right shift and the right rotate; the reversible bidi-
rectional logical shifter; the reversible bidirectional arithmetic and logical shifter and the
design methodology for the reversible universal bidirectional shifter that supports bidirec-
tional logical and arithmetic shift and rotate operations. The functional verification of all
the proposed reversible design methodologies for the barrel shifters are done in Verilog HDL
in which library of the reversible gates coded in Verilog HDL are used as the basic building
blocks. In this work, the design methodologies for the reversible barrel shifters have consid-
ered the number of garbage outputs, the number of ancilla inputs, and the quantum cost as
the parameters to be optimized. This is achieved by the use of the Fredkin gates and the
Feynman gates, and the best possible reuse of the garbage outputs and the ancilla inputs.
For example, the (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical shifter that can perform logical left
and right shift operations has the same number of ancilla inputs as in the design method-
ology for (n,k) reversible logical right shifter that can perform only the logical right shift
operation, while the number of the garbage outputs in (n,k) reversible bidirectional logical
shifter is only one more than the number of the garbage outputs of the (n,k) reversible
logical right shifter. Further, the (n,k) universal reversible bidirectional barrel shifter that
can perform the arithmetic, logical and rotate operations in both left and right directions
has only more garbage output and ancilla input compared to the design (n,k) reversible
universal right shifter. We also observed that the number of garbage outputs, the number
of ancilla inputs and the quantum cost of the (n,k) reversible barrel shifters increases more
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rapidly by varying n and keeping k as a constant compared to the reversible barrel shifter
designs in which n is kept as a constant while the values of k are varied.
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